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Seventh Meeting, 9th June 1899.

ALEXANDER MORGAN, Esq., M.A., D.Sc, President, in the Chair.

Systems of Circles analogous to Tucker Circles.*

By J. A. THIRD, M.A.

I.

SYSTEMS OF SIX-POINT CIRCLES CONNECTED WITH THE TRIANGLE.

GENERAL THEOREMS.f

1. If a circle meets the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle (Fig. 6)
in the pairs of points L and I, M and m, N and n respectively, it is
obvious that the pairs of connectors Mra and mN, N£ and «L,
Jjtn and ZM are antiparallel with respect to the angles A, B, C
respectively.

Conversely, by a modification of a theorem of Poncelet's, if the
above-mentioned pairs are antiparallel with respect to A, B, C
respectively, the six points L, I, M, m, N, n lie on a circle; for if
not, M, n, N, m and N, I, L, n and L, m, M, I would lie on three
distinct circles, and consequently BC, CA, AB, their radical axes,
would be concurrent.

* Mr Third's Papers were received on 29th March. Sections I. and II. of
the First Paper, in a different form, were read at the November and December
Meetings.

t Since writing this paper I have found that a considerable number of the
theorems contained in Part I. are given in two English memoirs, which I had
somehow overlooked, viz., "The Relations of the Intersections of a Circle
with a Triangle," by H. M. Taylor, Proc. of the London Math. Soc, Vol. XV.,
pp. 122-139, in which the treatment is mainly analytical, and "Some
Geometrical Proofs of Theorems connected with the Inscription of a Triangle
of constant Form in a given Triangle," by M. Jenkins, Quarterly Journal,
Vol. XXI., pp. 84-89. Among the theorems in Part I. which seem to be
new, the most important, perhaps, are those referring to the connection
between the S-point and the angles of a system, and to the relation of the
systems to coaxal systems. The special cases of Arts. 19 and 22, Part II.,
are also referred to in the above-mentioned papers, but in the former of these
cases the S-point is not determined.
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2. It follows at once from Pascal's theorem that in the figure of
the preceding article (Fig. 6) the following are triads of collinear
points

A, and the points of intersection of the pairs LOT, NZ and ZM, raL;
B, „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ M.w, hm and OTN, ZM;
C, „ „ ,. „ „ „ „ „ NZ, M» and nL, mN;

and also that the three lines on which these triads of points lie are
concurrent. Let the point of concurrence be denoted by S.

It is obvious that by joining the six points in which the circle
meets the sides of the triangle in all possible ways by chords passing
from side to side, we obtain, in general, three other points of
concurrence similar to S.

3. If three lines be drawn parallel to MM, NZ, LOT (Fig. (i)
meeting CA, AB in M', n'; AB, BC in N', I'; BC, CA in L', m'
respectively, and intersecting two and two on BC, SA, SB, the six
points L', V, M', TO', N', ri also lie on a circle.

Demonstration. Let Lm, N7 intersect in P, and Urn', N'Z' in P'.
Then AN/AN' = AP/AF = Am/Am'. Therefore mN, vi'W are
parallel. Therefore MV, w'N' are antiparallel with respect to the
angle A. Similarly it may be shown that N'Z', M'L' are antiparallel
with respect to the angle B, and that L'ro', I'M' are antiparallel
with respect to the angle C. Therefore, by (1), L', I', M', m', N', n'
are concyclic.

By drawing a system of parallels to MM, N?, LJM as above, we
obtain a system of six-point circles of which the original circle is
one. Such a system may be called, in the meantime, an S-point
system. The chords MM, NZ, Lro of the circle which is regarded as
the original circle of the system may be called the directive chords
of the system.

It is obvious that the same S-point system would be obtained
by drawing parallels (intersecting two and two on SC, SA, SB) to
i»N, nL, ZM, i.e., by drawing antiparallels to MM, NZ, Lm with
respect to the angles A, B, C respectively. In other words
»iN, nL, ZM may equally well with MJJ, NZ, Lm be regarded as
directive chords of the system.
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The following particular cases may be noticed.

(i) Two circles of the system are, in general, obtained by draw-
ing (1) parallels and (2) antiparallels to the directive chords, so as
to eointersect in 8.

(ii) Two circles of the system are, in general, determined by
drawing through any point P' on SA (or SB or SC) (1) parallels
and (2) antiparallels to the two directive chords which meet on that
line; but in the case where P' also lies on BC (or CA or AB), these
two circles coalesce and touch BC (or CA or AB) at P'.

(iii) If from A, lines AX, AX' be drawn parallel to the directive
chords which intersect on SA, to meet the opposite side BC, and
if from B and C analogous pairs of lines BY, BY' and CZ, CZ' be
drawn to meet the opposite sides, the circumcircles of the triangles
AXX', BYY' and CZZ' belong to the system.

I t is obvious that if we take in succession, as S-point, each of
the three other points of concurrence referred to in Art. 2 as being
obtainable in connection with the original circle, we obtain three
other 8-point systems. Thus, in general, every six-point circle con-
nected with a triangle, belongs to four different S-point systems. It
will be noticed that while each circle of a system has, in general,
four S-points, the circles of the system have one and only one S-point
in common.

4. If x, y, s be the trilinear coordinates of 8, and a, fi, y
respectively denote the angles AMM, B^N, CmL which the directive
chords make with the sides of ABC, (Fig. 6) we have the following
relations:

(i) ,r/cosec«cosec(A+a)

= y/cosec/3cosec(B + yS)

= s/cosecycosec(C + y);

and (ii)

Demonstration. Let M"n", N'7", U'm" be drawn through 8
parallel to Mrs, N£, LOT respectively, and meeting the sides of ABC
as in the figure. Then, by Art. 3 (i), L", /", M", m", N", n" lie on a
circle of the system. Therefore

M"S. On" = N"S. S/" = L"8. SOT".
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But M"S = i/cosecAM"S=ycosee(A + a),

and Sn" =zcosecAre"S =zcoseca.

Therefore M"S. Sn" = 2/zcosecaeosee(A + a).

Similarly it may be shown that

N"S. 81" = zz<nsecPcosec(B + /3),

and L"S . Sm" = xycosecycosec( C + 7).

Hence the first part of the proposition is established.

Again BnL=B7N=y8,

and MraL = CwL = 7.

Therefore, the signs being suitably selected,

<>• 4- P + 7 = T.

The angles a, j8, 7 (or 7r - A - a, s- - B - /3, TT - C - 7) which the
directive chords of an S-point system (or their antiparallels) make
with the sides of ABC, may be called the angles of the system. The
theorem established in the present article enables us to state that
the angles of an S-point system and the position of S implicate each
other, and that if either of these data be given, the system is deter-
minate. The theorem is obviously calculated to be of great service
in the investigation of particular cases of S-point systems connected
with the triangle. The discussion of these, however, is reserved for
Part II.

It may be noted that LL'/L'L" = WjVl' = MM'/M'M" = etc., from
which it could readily be proved that the centres of the circles of
an S-point system are collinear; but this will be established by a
shorter method in Art. 8.

5. If a. /J, 7 be the angles of an S-point system of circles con-
nected with the triangle ABC, and if on the sides of ABC (Fig. 7)
there be described externally three similar triangles aBC, A6C, ABc,
such that

CaB = CA6 = cAB = a,

and 7

then Aa, B6, Cc cointersect in a point,* which I shall denote by II,

* This construction is given by Mr Jenkins in the paper already cited.
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whose trilinear coordinates are
sinacosec(A + a), sin^cos«c(B + /?), sinycosec(C + y).

Also if other three similar triangles a'BG, Ab'C, ABc' be
described externally on the sides of ABC, such that

Co'B = CA6' = c'AB = v - (A + a),

a'BC = A&'C = ABc' = •K - (B + fi),

and BCo' = 6'CA=B?A = 7r-(C+y),
then Aa', B6', Cc' cointersect in a point, which I shall denote by II',
whose trilinear coordinates are

cosecasin(A + a), cosec/?sin(B + /8), cosecysin(C + y).

The points II and II' are obviously isogonal conjugates with
respect to the triangle ABC.

They will be referred to subsequently as the Il-points of the
S-point system of circles whose angles are u, /?, y. I t will be found
that the Il-points of an S-point system play an analogous part to
that played by the Brocard points, which are a particular case of
them, in the theory of the Tucker circles.

Other methods of constructing the Il-points of a system might
easily be deduced from the following considerations.

IlaBC, 1TA6C, IIABc, IIVBC, ITA&'C, ITABc'

are evidently quartets of concyclic points.

Hence BIIC = ir - a, etc., IIBC + IICB = a, etc.,

BII'C = A + a, etc., n'BC + ITCB = -K - (A + a), etc.

6. The pedal circle of the Il-points of an S-point system of circles
connected with the triangle ABC, is one of the circles of the system.

Demonstration. Let I, m, n (Fig 8) be the feet of the perpendiculars
from II on BO, CA, AB respectively, and L, M, K the feet of the
corresponding perpendiculars .from II'. Then, by a well-known
theorem of Steiner's, since II and II' are isogonal conjugates
L, I, M, m, N, n, lie on a circle. Hence, making the necessary
joins and noticing that BLII'N and CMII'L are cyclic quadrilateral
we have

AwM = NLM - n 'BA + ITCA = IIBC + IICB = o.
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Similarly it may be shown that BlN=/3, and Cn»L = y. Therefore
the circle UMmNn belongs to the S-point system whose angles are
a, /2, y, i.e., to the system whose II-points are II and II'.

I t will be noticed that the centre of the circle IiMmNn is the
mid-point of n i l ' .

It is evident that an S-point system connected with the triangle
is completely determined, if its II-points are given.

7. If the pedal triangles of II and II' be rotated round II and II'
respectively, in opposite directions through equal angles, so as to
remain inscribed in ABC and retain their species, they have a
common circumcircle which belongs to the S-point system of which
II and IT are the II-points.

Demonstration. Let IU, Ilm, Tin (Fig. 8) be rotated round II in,
say, the positive direction through an angle <£, and in their new
positions let them meet the sides' of ABC in I', m', n. Similarly let
ITL, II'M, II'N be rotated round II' in the negative direction
through an equal angle 4>, meeting in their new positions the sides
of ABC in L', M', N\ Then, as might easily be proved, the triangles
Iran and LMN remain constant in species during the above opera-
tion ; and L'fMW, M'm'N'm', N 'M'LT are cyclic quartets, whence
by Art. 1, L', I', M', m', N', n' are concyclic.

Again, making the necessary joins, and denoting the angles
IIAB, IT AC by 0, we have

MM' = II'M tanc£ = AM tan0 tan<£,
and nri = Hn tan<£ = An tan0 tan<£.

Therefore M'M' is parallel to Mt». Hence A«'M' = a.
Similarly it may be shown that 31'N' = f$, and Cwt'L' = y. Therefore
the circle L'CM'm'NW belongs to the S-point system whose angles
are a, j8, y, i.e. to the system whose II-points are II and II'.

It will be noticed that

«?m = n B A + IICA = ITBC + HVB = w - (A + a), etc.,
and NLM = ITBA + n'OA = n ^ C -1- II OB = a, etc.
Hence the angles of the variable triangle (I'm'ri) associated with II,
are equal to the supplements of A + a, B + j3, C 4- y, while those of
the variable triangle (L'M'N') associated with II', are equal to

«, A y.
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An interesting particular case not amongst those discussed in
Part II . may be referred to here. When II is on the circumcircle
of ABC, IT, its isogonal conjugate, is at infinity, and the pedal
triangle of II degenerates into the Simson line of II. In this case
the circles of the S-point system degenerate into a system of line-
pairs, one line of each pair being the line at infinity and the other
lines the Simson lines of II (the lines joining the feet of isoclinals
from II to the sides of ABC being included in this designation).

8. The locus of the centres of an S-point system of circles is
the straight line which bisects the connector of the Il-points
perpendicularly.

Demonstration. Let K, K' (Fig. 8) be the centres of the circles
IdMmNn and L'fMWNV respectively, and join KK', K'll, K'lT.
Then K is the mid-point of n i l ' , and the angles KIIK', KITE'
are obviously each equal to the angle of rotation <f>. Therefore
KK' bisects IM' perpendicularly.

When Inn, Urn! etc., are equally inclined to BC, CA and
N£, NT, etc., to AB, BC, it is obvious that the perpendicular
bisectors of Lwi, Urn', etc., coalesce, as also those of NZ, N7', etc.;
so that in this case the line of centres reduces to a point.

9. The radii of the circles of an S-point system bear a constant
ratio to the distances of their centres from either of the Il-points of
the system.

Demonstration. If En, K'n' (Fig. 8) be joined, it is obvious that
the triangles IIKn, IIKV are similar. Hence KV/Kn = K'II/KII,
which proves the proposition.

From this property it is evident that if we construct a system of
coaxal circles having II and II' as common points, the circles of the
S-point system are simply those of the coaxal system with their
radii increased or diminished in a constant ratio, the centres remain-
ing fixed. I propose to call a system of circles arrived at in this
manner, by the elongation or shortening in a constant ratio of the
radii of a coaxal system whether of the common-point or limiting-
point species, a coaxaloid system of circles. The ratio in which the
radii of the kernel coaxal system are increased or diminished will be
referred to as the ratio of the resulting coaxaloid system. It is
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evident that coaxaloid systems of circles could be studied altogether
apart from their connection with the triangle, and in fact many of
their properties can be so obtained, of which the theorems of
Arts. 14 to 17 are examples. I t is evident also that while every
S-point system as previously defined, is a coaxaloid system, it does
not follow that every coaxaloid system is an S-point system of a
triangle with which its II-points are connected as isogonal con-
jugates. In fact for every pair of real II-points, connected with a
triangle as isogonal conjugates, we have an infinite number of
coaxaloid systems with different ratios, but only one of these systems
with a definite ratio depending on the position of the II-points, is a
system of six-point circles of the triangle, possessing the property of
parallel chords. When the II-points are imaginary, i.e. when the
coaxaloid systems are derived from a limiting-point instead of a
common-point coaxal system, none of the coaxaloid systems are
S-point systems. In future an S-point system of circles will be
called a coaxaloid system connected with the triangle.

10. II and IT being the II-points of a coaxaloid system of circles
connected with the triangle, we will now consider the connection
between the magnitude of the ratio of the system, denoted by r, and
the position of II and II'. Let d denote the diameter of the pedal
circle of II and II'. Then d/UIl' = r.

(i) When II and II' both lie within the triangle, c?>IHI' and
r > l .

(ii) When II and II' lie on the perimeter of the triangle, in
which case one of them coincides with a vertex and the other lies on
the opposite side, d=IIII', and r = l . In this case the coaxaloid
system connected with the triangle is an ordinary common-point
coaxal system.

(iii) When one of the II-points lies outside the triangle but
within the circumcircle, in which case the other lies outside the
circumcircle, e?<niT, and r < l .

(iv) When one of the II-points lies on the circumcircle, in which
case the other is at infinity (see Art. 8), d=IHI ' = oo, and r= 1.

(v) When II and II' both lie outside the circuracircle, d>UU.'
and r > L

8 Vol.17
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(vi) When II and II' coincide, as they do in the incentre and
excentres, n n ' = 0 and r = » .

(vii) If 1U (Fig. 8) be joined it may easily be proved that
4 K r = n n ' 2 + 4IK.ITL. But Kl is a radius of the pedal circle of
II and IT. Hence r= 1 +4n;.II'L/IIII'2. This result supplies us
•with a ready means of calculating the ratio in certain cases.

11. The envelope of a coaxaloid system of circles connected with
a triangle ABC is the conic inscribed in (or escribed to) the triangle,
and having the II-points of the system as foci.

Demonstration. Let K be the mid-point of IIIT (Fig. 9), and
TT' the diameter through II and II' of the pedal circle of II and IT.
Let K' be the centre of any other circle of the system, and let this
circle be cut by the circumcircle of IHTK' at J. Join JII, JIT, JK',
IIK' and ITK'.

(i) Suppose r > l , and consequently KT>KII. Then by
Ptolemy's theorem

j n . K ' r r + J I T . K ' n = n n \ K' j .

But K'n' = K'n.
Therefore JII + j n ' = nil ' . K'J/K'II

= niT. KT/Kn = TT'.

Therefore J lies on an ellipse having n and n ' as foci, and the pedal
circle of n and n ' as auxiliary circle.

Again, since K'ir = K'n, JK' bisects the angle n jn ' , and is,
consequently, the normal to the ellipse at J. Therefore the circle
K' touches the ellipse at J. Similarly it might be proved to touch
the ellipse at the image of J with respect to the line of centres of
the coaxaloid system.

Again, since the feet of the perpendiculars from n and II' on
the sides of ABC, lie on the pedal circle of II and II', i.e. on the
auxiliary circle of the ellipse, the sides of ABO are tangents to the
ellipse.

It may be noted that when II and II' coincide, the ellipse
becomes the incircle or one of the excircles.

(ii) When r< 1, it may be proved in precisely the same way that
the envelope is a hyperbola touching the sides of ABC and having
II, IT as foci and their pedal circle as auxiliary circle.
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(iii) In the particular case when one of the II-points lies on the
circumcirele, the coaxaloid system degenerates, as we have seen,
into the Simson lines of the point, and the other II-point lies at
infinity. In this case, therefore, the envelope becomes a parabola.
We thus obtain the well-known theorem that the envelope of the
Simson lines of a point is a parabola escribed to the triangle and
having the point as focus.

It is obvious that the foregoing proof establishes the more
general theorem that the envelope of a coaxaloid system of circles,
without restriction as to connection with the triangle, is a conic
having the II-points of the system as foci, and the minimum circle
of the system as auxiliary circle.

12. The envelope of a coaxaloid system of circles connected with
the triangle, touches the sides of the triangle at the points where
these are met by the lines joining the S-point to the opposite
vertices.

Demonstration. Let ABC (Fig. 10) be the triangle, and S any
point in its plane. Let AS, BS, CS meet BC, CA, AB in D, E, F
respectively. Then by Art 3 (ii) one of the circles of the coaxaloid
system connected with the triangle and having S as S-point, touches
BC at D. This is sufficient to prove that the envelope of the system
also touches BC at D. Similarly it might be shown that it touches
CA and AB at E and F respectively.

We are now in a position to find a geometrical solution of the
following problem : Given the S-point of a coaxaloid system of
circles connected with the triangle ABC, to find the II-points, and
thus determine the system generally.

Solution. Let X, Y, Z (Fig. 10) be the mid-points of the con-
nectors EF, FD, DE respectively. Then since ABC is circumscribed
to the envelope of the system and DEF is inscribed in it, the
connectors AX, BY, CZ meet in the centre of the envelope. Let
this point be denoted by K. It may be noted that S and K coincide
when S is the centroid of ABC. If now two points J and J' be taken
on AK, on opposite sides of K, such that KJ2 = KJ'2 = KX. KA,
J J ' is obviously the diameter of the envelope conjugate to the chord
EF. Being given a chord and the conjugate diameter, we can find
the foci of the envelope by any one of a number of well-known
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constructions, i.e., we can find the II-points of the system. Then by
drawing perpendiculars IK, Hm, Iln, ITL, II'M, II'N from these
points to the sides of ABC as in Fig. 8, we determine one circle
of the system, and by drawing parallels (or an£iparallels) to the
connectors Mn, N7, Lm so as to intersect two and two on CS, AS, BS
we determine the other circles of the system.

The following particular case of the problem just solved may
be noticed: Given a point S in the plane of a triangle, to draw
through S three lines terminated by the sides of the triangle, two
and two, such that their extremities shall lie on a circle.

Combining the theorem of the present article with the proposi-
tion that every six-point circle connected with the triangle belongs,
in general, to four coaxaloid systems connected with the triangle,
we obtain the following interesting result. Every six-point circle
connected with the triangle has, in general, double contact (real or
imaginary) with four conies which touch the sides of the triangle at
the points, taken three and three, where the connectors of the
vertices with the four S-points meet the opposite sides.

13. Every coaxaloid system of circles having real II-points, is
an S-point system of an infinite number of triangles, viz., of all the
triangles circumscribed to the envelope of the system.

Demonstration. Let II and II' be the II-points of a coaxaloid
system, and let any triangle be circumscribed to its envelope. The
minimum circle of the system is the auxiliary circle of the envelope,
and therefore, by a well-known property of tangents to a conic, is
the pedal circle of II and II' with respect to the triangle. Again,
by another well-known property of tangents to a conic, II and II'
are isogonal conjugates with respect to the triangle, and hence are
the II-points of an S-point system connected with the triangle. Of
this system the pedal circle of II and II' with respect to the triangle
is one of the circles. Hence the ratio of both systems—the coaxaloid
and the S-point system—is the diameter of the pedal circle of
II and IT over the distance 1111'. Therefore, since both systems
have the same II-points and the same ratio, they are identical, which
proves the proposition.

The theorem is important as affording a starting-point for the
discussion of coaxaloid systems of circles connected with the
quadrilateral and general polygon.
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14. The tangent to the minimum circle of a coaxaloid system
(with real II-points) at either extremity of the diameter through
II and IT meets every other circle of the system in two points which
connect with the centre of the latter through II and II'.

Demonstration. Let K (Fig. 9) be the mid-point of HIT', and,
therefore, the centre of the minimum circle, and K' the centre of
any other circle of the system. Let the tangent to the minimum
circle at T, one of the extremities of the diameter through II and II',
meet the connectors IIK', ITK' in U and U' respectively. Then by
Sue. VI., 2, K'U/K'n = KT/Kn. Therefore, by Art. 10, U lies on
the circle K'. Similarly K'U'/K'IT = KT/Kn'. Therefore U' also
lies on the circle K'.

15. The circles of the coaxal system from which a coaxaloid
system is derived, are the circles of similitude of the circles of the
coaxaloid system taken in pairs.

Demonstration. Let K', K" (Fig. 9) be the centres of two
circles of the coaxaloid system, E their external and I their internal
centre of similitude. Then EK'/EK': = K'I/1K"

= radius of circle K'/radius of circle K"
= lTK'/UK".

Therefore El subtends a right angle at II, which proves the
proposition.

In the proof II and II' are real points, but the same result holds
good when they are imaginary.

16. The locus of the extremities of a system of parallel diamaters
of a coaxaloid system of circles is a hyperbola.

Demonstration. Through K, the mid-point of ni l ' , (Fig. 9)
draw any line KV, and from K', the centre of any circle of the
coaxaloid system, draw K'W a radius, parallel to KV. Then if as
and y are the coordinates of W with respect to the axes KV, KK',
we have

a? = K'W2 = K'lP. KT2/Kn2

= (K'K2 + K IP)KT7KIF

Hence the equation of the locus of W is ar/KT2 - y7KII-= 1, which
proves the proposition
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By varying the direction of the parallel diameters we obtain a
system of hyperbolas associated with the coaxaloid system. These
are obviously concentric, with K as centre, and have a common
diameter equal to n i l ' coinciding with the line of centres of the
coaxaloid system. Obviously also their diameters conjugate to this
common diameter are diameters of the minimum circle of the coaxa-
loid system; hence the tangents to the hyperbolas at the points
where the latter are cut by the minimum circle are perpendicular to
IHT. When the coaxaloid system is coaxal, KT = KII, and hence
the associated hyperbolas are all equilateral. When the diameters
of the circles are drawn parallel to IHT, the hyperbola on which
their extremities lie has TT", the diameter through II and II' of the
minimum circle, as transverse axis, and the common diameter of all
the hyperbolas, as conjugate axis. In this case the minimum circle
of the coaxaloid system is the auxiliary circle of the hyperbola.

The theorem has been proved for the case when II and II' are
real, but might easily be extended to the case when they are
imaginary.* In the former case the extremities of the parallel
diameters of the circles lie on different branches of the hyperbolas,
and the common diameter of the latter is ideal; in the latter case
the extremities of the parallel diameters of the circles lie on the
same branches of the hyperbolas and the common diameter of the
latter is real.

The converse theorem may be stated: Circles described on
parallel chords of a hyperbola as diameters form a coaxaloid system,
with real Il-points if the extremities of the chords lie on different
branches of the curve, with imaginary Il-points if they lie on the
same branch. In the particular case when the hyperbola is a line-
pair, the coaxaloid circles reduce to circles having a common centre
of similitude, and the other associated hyperbolas are also line-pairs.

17. The hyperbolas associated with a coaxaloid system have the
same envelope as the system.

Demonstration. If KV, KK' (Fig. 9) be taken as axes, the
equation of the hyperbola obtained by drawing diameters of the
system parallel to KV is a;2/«2 - ^/c2 = 1, where a = KT, and c = KII.

* See note at end of paper.
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Transforming to the axes KT, KK', we have
a^sec^/a2 - (y - xtan<^)2/c2= 1,

where <f> denotes the angle VKT'. Rewriting we have
ar^a2 - c2) tan2<£ - 2a2a;y tan</> - cV + « y + aV = 0.

Hence the equation of the envelope of the hyperbolas is
(a2 - c*)(ay - oW + aV) = a*y\

i.e. sBi!/aa + y2/(a!!-c2) = l,
which represents the conic having II, II' as foci, and TT' as transverse
axis.

II.
PARTICULAR GASES OF COAXALOID SYSTEMS OF CIRCLES

CONNECTED WITH THE TRIANGLE.

Some of the more obvious particular cases of coaxaloid systems
connected with the triangle ABC will now be noticed.

18. The Tucker Circles. When the angles o, /?, y (Art. 4) equal
B, C, A (or C, A, B) respectively, the trilinear coordinates of S are

sin A, sinB, sinC;
i.e., S is the symmedian point.

By Art. 5, the trilinear coordinates of the II-points are
c/b, ajc, b/a and b/c} cja, ajb

i.e., the II-points are the Brocard points.
This is the well-known case of the Tucker circles.
The ratio of this system may be calculated in terms of the angles

of ABC as follows: If Q, 12' are the Brocard points, and J2L, J2'L'
be drawn perpendicular to BC, we have, by Art. 11 (vii)

Hence, using the well-known results,

= 4R*sin2G>(l - 4sin2o)),
and cosec2<o = cosec2A + coseer'B + cosec'C,
where R is the radius of the circumcircle, and <o the Brocard angle,
we have r2 = (1 - 3sin2(u)/(I - 4sin2w)

=*2cot2A/(2cot2A-l).
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19. A System derived from the Nine-Point Circle.
If A', B', C are the mid-points of BC, CA, AB, and D, E, F the

feet of the altitudes on these sides respectively, then the connectors
FB', DC, EA' are the directive chords of one of the four systems
derivable from the nine-point circle.

Since AFB' = A, BDC' = B, and CEA' = C,
the angles of the system are A, B, C (or JT - 2A, IT - 2B, JT - 20).
Hence, by Art. 4, the trilinear coordinates of S are

secA/a2, secB/62, secC/c2;
i.e., S is the isotomic conjugate of the circumcentre. Thus the
other circles of the system are obtained by drawing transversals
Mre, N£, Jjm, terminated by the sides as in Fig. 6, so as to intersect
two and two on CS, AS, BS, where S is the isotomic conjugate of
the circumcentre, and so as to make with the sides of ABC three
isosceles triangles whose vertices are M, N, L (or m, n, I)
respectively.

By Art. 5 the trilinear coordinates of the II-points are
cosA, cosB, cosC and secA, secB, secC;

i.e., the Il-points are the circumcentre, O, and the orthocentre, H.
Thus the line of centres of the system is the perpendicular bisector
of OH, and the nine-point circle, being the pedal circle of O and H,
is the minimum circle of the system.

By Art. 10 (viii), and the well-known relations,
OA' = Rcos A, HD = 2RcosBcosC,

and OH2 = R2(l - BcosAcosBcosG),
we have rs= 1/(1 - ScosAcosBcosC).

I t may be noticed that the following theorem is involved in the
foregoing: The connector of A with the isotomic conjugate of 0
contains the points of intersection of the pairs DC, EA' and
FA', DB'; with similar theorems for the vertices B and C.

20. Other Systems derived from the Nine-Point Circle.
Take B'F, CA', DE (notation of preceding article) as directive

chords. Since AFB' = A, BA'C' = C, and CED = B, the angles of
the resulting system are A, C, B (or v - 2 A, A, A). Hence by
Art. 4 the trilinear coordinates of S are

cosec2A, cosecC, cosecB,
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by which it at once appears that AS is the symmedian through A,
and the following construction, independent of the nine-point circle,
is suggested. On CA, AB describe isosceles triangles VCA, WAB
having their base angles equal to A. Then BV, CW and the
symmedian through A cointersect in S.

By Art. 5 the trilinear coordinates of II are
sinAcosec2A, sinCcosecA, sinBcoseeA,

from which it is evident that II lies on the median through A, and
that, consequently, II' lies on the corresponding symmedian, and,
therefore on AS. Since BIIC = IT - A (Art. 5), and BITD = 2A, the
median through A meets the circumcircle of BHC in II, and the
symmedian through A meets the circumcircle of BOC in II'. This
suggests a construction for finding II and II'. The line of centres,
which, it may be noted, passes through the nine-point centre, may
be found by drawing the perpendicular bisector of the distance
between II and II', or it may be found by the following construction.
Let K be the symmedian point of ABC, and at L where AK meets
BO draw a perpendicular to BC meeting OK in T. Then the con-
nector of T with the nine-point centre is the line of centres. This
may be proved as follows. Through L draw LM, Lm to meet CA,
and LN, "Ln to meet AB, so that Lm shall be parallel to AB and
LM antiparallel to it with respect to C, and that LN shall be
parallel to CA, and Lw antiparallel to it with respect to B. Then
by Art. 3 (ii) since BLN = C, and CML = B, and LM, Tan are the
antiparallels of LN, LM respectively, the points L, M, TO, N, n
lie on a circle of the system which touches BC at L, and whose
centre, therefore lies on LT. But since AL is a symmedian, and
BLN = C, and CmL = A, and Lw, LM are the antiparallels of LN
and Ian respectively, this circle is also a Tucker circle, and, there-
fore, by a well-known theorem relating to Tucker circles, its centre
lies on OK. Therefore T is the centre of the circle, and since the
nine-point circle is another circle of the system, the statement is
proved.

Two other analogous systems may be derived from the nine-point
circle by taking

(i) EP, CD, A'B' and (ii) B'C, FD, A'E

as directive chords.
The following theorem is easily deducible from the foregoing:
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The point of intersection of CA' and DE, and also the point of
intersection of the antiparallel pair DF and A'B' lie on the
symmedian AK; with similar statements for BK and CK.

21. The Three Rectangular Systems.

The circumcircles of all the rectangles inscribed in ABC so as to
have one of their sides lying on a side of the triangle, form a
coaxaloid system connected with the triangle.

Demonstration. Let £LmN (Fig. 11) be any rectangle inscribed
in ABC, having VL lying on BC, m on CA, and N on AB; and let
the circumcircle of the rectangle meet CA again in M, and AB
again in n. Then the connector Mn is antiparallel to wiN, and
therefore to BC, with respect to A. Therefore the chords
MM, N2, Lm are constant in direction, which proves the proposition.

The system thus determined may be called the A rectangular
system. Two other analogous systems are obtained by taking the
rectangles so as to have a side coinciding (i) with CA and (ii) with
AB. These may be called the B and C rectangular systems
respectively.

Since, as is well-known, the six points in which the Cosine circle
meets the sides of the triangle can be joined so as to form three
rectangles having each a side coincident with a side of the triangle,
the Cosine circle belongs to each of the rectangular systems. Hence
the three lines of centres of the system cointersect in the centre of
the Cosine circle, i.e., in the symmedian point.

The angles of the A system are obviously

Hence, by Art. 4, the trilinear coordinates of the S-point of this
system are

cosecBcosecC, secB, secC,
by which it is evident that S lies on the altitude AD, and the
following construction is suggested: From D, the foot of the
altitude AD, draw perpendiculars to CA and AB meeting the
parallel to BC through A in V and W respectively; then
AD, BV, CW cointersect in S.

The line of centres can be readily determined without first
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Gnding the II-points. The side BC and the altitude AD are
degenerate forms of the rectangles which give rise to the A system,
and, therefore, the line of centres of the system is the line joining
the mid-points of BC and AD.

To solve the problem of finding the II-points of the A system,
let HJmN (Fig. 11) be the rectangle insc*ribed in the minimum circle
of the system. From I draw a perpendicular to CA meeting CA in
M and Lm in II ' ; and from L draw a perpendicular to AB meeting
AB in n and N7 in II. Then it is obvious that M and n are points
on the circumcircle of llanN, and that II and II', being the points
of concurrence of perpendiculars to the sides at the points where
these are cut by the minimum circle, are the II-points. Now
IK/ZL = cotB, and ITL/flj = cotC. But since II'N and Lw are
perpendicular to AB, II'L = UN.

Therefore NJ/ZL = cotB + cotC = BC/AD.

This result determines the species of the rectangle ILmHf, which
can, consequently, be easily constructed. The II-points are then
obtained by drawing IM., Ln perpendicular to CA, AB respectively
as above.

To determine the ratio of the A system we have

and mr-=m+(m-2W-Lf

= £L2{l+(cotB-cotC)-}.

Hence, by Art. 11 (vii) we obtain

1 + (cotB + cotCf
» - = -1 + (cotB - cotC)-

The following is given as an example of the numerous theorems
dealing with collinearity and concurrency, which arise in connection
with these systems. If FLMn, mMN/, »NLm are the three inscribed
rectangles of the Cosine circle, lh, mM, «N coinciding with
BC, CA, AB respectively, and AD, BE, CF the altitudes, the
following are triads of concurrent lines,

AD, NL, lm; BE, LM, mn; CF, MN, nl.

This follows at once from the fact that pairs of directive chords of
the rectangular systems intersect on the altitudes.
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22. The Four ConcetUrie Systems.

When to a, j8, y are assigned the values

respectively, i.e., when the directive chords Mn, Nl, Ian (Fig. 12)
make with the sides of ABO three isosceles triangles whose vertical
angles are the interior angles A, B, C respectively, the trilinear
coordinates of S are found by Art. 5 (i) to be

A *B
 s

c

sec —, sec —, sec — ;
i.e., S is the point of concurrence of the lines joining the vertices
of ABC to the points where the incircle touches the opposite sides
(Gergonne point).

Since the directive chords in this case are isoclinal to the sides
of the triangle taken in pairs, it follows from the last paragraph of
Article 8 that the circles of the system are concentric.

The incircle evidently belongs to this system, for if X, Y, Z
(Fig. 12) are the points where this circle touches BC, CA, AB
respectively, the chords YZ, ZX, XY are obviously parallel to the
directive chords of the system. It follows that the incentre is the
common centre of the system.

By Art. 5, or otherwise, the II-points of the system are found to
coincide in the incentre. Hence the incircle besides being the
minimum circle is the (ideal) envelope of the system.

I t may be noticed also that a and it - (A + a) are in this case
equal, and so for the other pairs, and that, consequently, the two
variable inscribed triangles of constant species which by their
rotation (round the incentre) determine the system, are similar,
their angles opposite the vertices A, B, C being equal to
J(B + C), |(C + A), £(A + B) respectively.

By Art. 10 (vii), r = » .

The following particulars may be noted with respect to the figure
of the present article (Fig. 12)

(i) TON, nL, IM. are both parallel and antiparallel (with respect
to A, B, C) to Mn, NZ, Ian respectively.

(ii) LJ = Mm = Nra, and X, Y, Z are their mid-points.

(iii) If P, Q, R are the points on AS, BS, CS respectively,
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where Mw, NJ, Lw» intersect, and p, q, r the points on AS, BS, OS
where »iN, nL, IM intersect,

Hence Id, Mm, Nn are antiparallel to QR, RP, PQ with respect
to the angles RPQ, PQR, QRP respectively, and to qr, rp, pq
with respect to the angles rpq, pqr, qrp respectively. They are
also antiparallel to YZ, ZX, XY with respect to the angles
ZXY, XYZ, YZX respectively.

(iv) S is the symmedian point of the triangles PQR, pqr, XYZ.

(v) The circle L2Mr»Nn is a Tucker circle of the triangles
PQR, pqr, XYZ.

(vi) Hence, if I be the incentre of ABO, J the circumcentre of
PQR and J' the circumcentre of pqr, then I, S, J, J ' are collinear,
and I is the mid-point of JJ ' .

By taking S as the point of concurrence of the lines joining
A, B, C to the points where the excircle opposite to A touches the
opposite sides, and drawing Mn, N7, Lrra so as to make with the
sides of ABO three isosceles triangles whose vertical angles are the
interior angle at A and the exterior angles at B and 0, we obtain
an analogous system concentric with the excircle and including it.
An analogous system exists in connection with each of the other
excircles.

23. Systems connected with the Isogonic Centres.

Whena = /3 = y = 60°(ora=12<r-A,/3=120°-B, y = 120°-C),
the trilinear coordinates of S are found by Art. 4 to be

cos«c(60° + A), cosec(6Q° + B), cosec(60° + C).
Hence S is the point of concurrence of the lines joining the vertices
of ABC to the vertices of equilateral triangles described externally
on the opposite sides, i.e., it is one of the isogonic centres of ABC.

Using Art. 5 we find that, in the case of this system, II coincides
with the isogonic centre. Hence the line of centres of the system
is the perpendicular bisector of the distance between the isogonic
centre and its isogonal conjugate.
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It follows from Art. 7 that the circles of this system are the
circumcircles of a variable equilateral triangle inscribed in ABC.

When two of the angles a, (3, y are taken each equal to 120°, and
the remaining angle to - 60°, an analogous system is obtained for
which the trilinear coordinates of both S and II are found to be

cosec(60° - A), cosec{%Q° - B), cosee(60° - C).

Thus S and II coincide in the point of concurrence of the lines
joining the vertices of ABC to the vertices of equilateral triangles
described internally on the opposite sides, i.e., in the other isogonic
centre of ABC. In this case the directive chords are inclined at
angles of 60° to the corresponding chords in the previous case.

24. Coaxal Systems.

It has been remarked in Art. 10 (ii) that a coaxaloid system
connected with the triangle reduces to a coaxal system, when the
Il-points lie on the perimeter of the triangle. In illustration the
cases which arise in connection with the circle described on a side
as diameter may be referred to.

Let AD, BE, CF be the three altitudes of ABC, and consider
the circle described on BC as diameter. The four systems to which
this circle belongs may be obtained by taking the following sets of
directive chords,

(i) CB, FC, BE, which give a = B, /3 = y - B, y = - 1 ,

(ii) CF, BC, BE, which give a = -^-, /3 = 0, y = -^-,

(iii) EB, FC, CB, which give a = ~ - A, /3 = -£--B, y = TT-C,

(iv) EF, BC, CB which give a = C, 0 = 0, y = TT - C.
In the first case we have the A-rectangular system (Art. 21), and
in the second, third, and fourth cases we have the coaxal systems
which have BE, CF and BC, respectively, as common chords.

III .

ADDITIONAL THEOREMS.

25. The envelope of the polars of a point with respect to the
circles of a coaxaloid system is a parabola.
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Demonstration. The equation of any circle of the system referred
to n i l ' and KK' as axes (Fig. 9) is

a;2 + (y - ctaa<f>f = a2sec2<fc
where KT' = a, KIT = c, and <t> denotes the angle subtended at II' by
the distance of the centre of the circle from K.

The equation of the polar of a point x', y' with respect to the
circle is

(<? - as)tan!<£ - c(y + y')t&n<j> + xx' + yy' - a2 = 0.

The equation of the envelope of this, when <f> varies, is
4(c2 - a')(xx' + yy' - a?) = c%y + y'f,

which represents a parabola.
When the system is coaxal, c = a, and the parabola, as is well

known, reduces to a point.

26. The locus of the poles of a line with respect to the circles of
a coaxaloid system is, in general, a hyperbola, but when the line is
parallel to the line of centres it is a parabola.

Demonstration. Let the line meet the line of centres at 0 (Fig. 9)
and make with it an angle a. Let K'M be the perpendicular to the
line from K', the centre of a circle of the system, and let P be the
pole of the line with respect to the circle K'.
Let KII = c, OK = d, and r = the ratio of the system.
OK is taken as the axis of x, and the line through O parallel to the
fixed direction K'M as the axis of y.

Then K'P. K'M = (radius of circle K')2 = r2. K'll2 = r2(c2 + K'K2).
= A

AndK'M=K'O.sina.

Hence we obtain as the equation of the locus of F,

yxsina = r2^2 + x - d ),

which represents a hyperbola, except when sina = 0, when it
represents a parabola.

This theorem holds also when the circles are coaxal.

27. The envelope of the radical axes of any circle and the circles
of a coaxaloid system is a parabola.
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Demonstration. As in Art. 25 the equation of any circle of the
coaxaloid system referred to n i l ' and KK' as axes (Fig. 9) is

x*+(y-cta,n<t>y = a?seclct> - - - (1).

Let the equation of a circle not belonging to the system be
(x~pf + (y-qf = ̂  - . - (2).

Then the equation of the radical axis of (1) and (2) is

+ Ipx + Iqy + r - f - q- - or = 0.
Therefere the equation of the envelope is

c y = (c2 - a?)(2px + 2qy + r* -p-- q°- - a2),
which represents a parabola.

When the system is coaxal, e = a, and the parabola, as is well
known, reduces to a point.

28. Suppose that CA in Fig. 8 is made to move, in contact with
the envelope of the system, until it becomes parallel to BC.

Then, in this case, the angles L'lTM' and I'Thn' which are supple-
mentary to the angle C, become each equal to two right angles, so
that L'M', I'm! pass through II' and II respectively.

Again, since in the general case, ITL', HI' are equally inclined to
BC, L'M', I'm' are equally inclined to BC and CA, and therefore are
equal. Hence the segments, known to be of constant form, cut oft'
from the variable circle LTM'jn' by L'M' and I'm' are, in this case,
equal for each position of the circle.

Also when the circle L7'MW is the auxiliary circle of the
envelope, L'M', I'm' are perpendicular to BC and CA.
Therefore L'm' = Z'M' = diameter of the auxiliary circle

= focal axis of the envelope.
But since BC, CA are parallel, L'm', I'M.', already known to be fixed
in direction, are also constant in length for all positions of the
circle L7'MW, and are therefore each equal to the focal axis of the
envelope. From this it follows that they are equally inclined to
BC and CA. By making L' and I' coincide at D, the point where
BC touches the envelope, we see that the fixed directions of L'm', I'M'
are parallel to IID, II'D respectively.

The foregoing may be summed up in the following theorem, of
which that of Art. 15 is a particular case.
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If two fixed parallel tangents to the envelope of a coaxaloid
system whose II-points are II and II', meet a variable circle of the
system in the points L, I and M, m, then

(i) Two of the connectors of these four points, say LM and Im,
pass through II' and II respectively, and LM, Im are equally inclined
to 12 and Mm, and cut off two pairs of equal segments of constant
form from the circle; and

(ii) Lw, IM are constant in length being each equal to the focal
axis of the envelope, and are fixed in direction being parallel to
IID, II'E and ITD, IIE respectively, where D and E are the points
of contact of LZ and Mm with the envelope.

I t might be easily proved also that
LD/D^ = lll/Ilm = ME/E»» = Mir/ITL = ITD/DII = IIE/EII'.
The following theorem is deducible from the foregoing as a

particular case.
If a cirole have double contact with a conic whose foci are

II and IT, and lines be drawn from L, one of the points of contact,
through II and II' meeting the circle in M and m respectively, then
Mm is the tangent to the conic parallel to the tangent at L, and
LM = Ian = the focal axis of the conic.

Another interesting particular case might be obtained by suppos-
ing that I i and Mm coincide on an asymptote to the envelope.

29. If LMN (Fig. 13) be a variable triangle of constant species
inscribed in the triangle ABC, not only the eircumcircle of LMN,
but any circle invariably connected with it (such as the incircle,
Taylor circle, Brocard circle, etc.) forms, in its various positions, a
coaxaloid system.

Demonstration. Let II be the centre of similitude of the triangle
LMN in its various positions. Draw through II three lines making
constant angles with 31N, NL, LM respectively, and meeting the
circle in I, m, n and the sides BC, CA, AB in F, m', n' respectively.

Then the ratios IIL/IB, etc., are constant, and also the ratios
IIL/nr, etc. Therefore the ratios lUjHV, etc., are constant. Hence
Imn is a triangle of constant species, and I, m, n move on straight
lines parallel to BC, CA, AB respectively. That is the circle is the
eircumcircle of a variable triangle of constant species inscribed in a
fixed triangle, and, therefore, by Art. 7, forms a coaxaloid system.

7 Vol.17
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If the circle passes through II the system is coaxal; if LMN is
similar to the orthocentric triangle of ABC, and the circle the
incircle of LMN, the system is concentric.

30. If a system of directly similar triangles have the same centre
of similitude when considered in pairs, the circle passing through
the points where the sides of a variable triangle of the system meet
the homologous sides of a fixed triangle of the system, forms, in its
various positions, a coaxaloid system having the centre of similitude
as one of its II-points.

Demonstration. In the figure (Fig. 14) II is the common centre
of similitude, ABC the fixed triangle, A'B'C the variable triangle
similar to it, L, M, N the points where BC, CA, AB are intersected
by the homologous sides of A'B'C respectively, and I, m, n the feet
of the perpendiculars from II on BC, CA, AB.

Then, since IIAB, IIA'B' are equal angles, II, A, A', N are
concyclic, and since MAN, MA'N are equal angles, M, A, A', N
are concyclic. Therefore II, M, A, N are concyclic. Therefore
MIIN, mlin are equal angles. Similarly it may be shown that
NHL, nUl are equal angles, and also LIIM, llhn. Therefore
UIl, Mllm, Nlln are equal angles. Hence it might easily be
shown that the triangle LMN is similar to the triangle Imn.
Therefore, by Art. 8, its circumcircle forms, in its various positions,
a coaxaloid system having II as one of the II-points.

31. If a number of coaxaloid systems have the same ratio r, and
have besides a common II-point, II, while the other II-points lie on
any locus, say a straight line, they form a web of circles possessing
the following obvious properties.

(i) If a transversal be drawn in any direction across the web,
the circles whose centres lie on it form a coaxaloid system one of
whose II-points is II, and whose ratio is r ; for if the transversal
pass through JLU Kj, K 3 . . . centres of circles of the web, and pK
denote the radius of the circle whose centre is K, the ratios
/OKJ/KJII, pK2/K2II, pKj/KjII... are each equal to r.

(ii) When the transversal is drawn through II, the circles whose
centres lie on it have II as a common centre of similitude; for if
Mj, M2, M 3 . . . be centres lying on the transversal,

. . . = r.
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(iii) The centres of equal circles of the web lie on a circle whose
centre is I I ; for if C,, C2, C 3 . . . be centres of equal circles,

pc./c.n - PC.JC.JI=pC3/c3n=... = r,
and therefore since pC, = pC2 =•• pCt = etc.,

0,11 = 0211 = 0311= etc.
A web such as has been described may be called a coaxaloid web

of the first kind. I t may be generated in a great number of
different ways, of which the two following may be mentioned.

(1) If a variable triangle of constant species have a fixed point II
invariably connected with it, a circle invariably connected with it,
forms, in its different positions, a coaxaloid web of the first kind;
for, obviously, the radius of the circle bears a constant ratio to the
distance of its centre from II.

(2) If in the system of triangles referred to in the last article,
different triangles be taken in succession as the fixed triangle, the
coaxaloid systems so obtained form a web of the first kind.

Demomtration. The centre of similitude, II, of the triangles is
invariably connected with them. Therefore its pedal triangle with
respect to each of them is of constant species. Therefore the triangle
determined by the intersections of homologous sides of every pair of
them is also of constant species, and has II invariably connected
with it. Therefore by (1) above, its circumcircle forms a web of
the first kind.

32. If a variable line terminated at II and II' move parallel to
itself so that II and II' always lie on two fixed straight lines inter-
secting in S, a coaxaloid system of circles having II and II' as
II-points and a constant ratio r, generates, as n i l ' varies, a web of
circles which may be called a coaxaloid web of the second kind, and
which possesses the following properties.

(i) Those circles of the web whose centres lie on any transversal
through S, have S as a common centre of similitude.

(ii) Generally the circles whose centres lie on any transversal are
coaxaloid.

(iii) The coaxaloid systems determined by parallel transversals
have the same ratio, and have their II-points lying on two straight
lines through S.
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(iv) Systems of equal circles belonging to the web have their
centres lying on a series of similar and similarly placed ellipses with
S as centre.

Demonstration. Let II,II'j and n2ll '2 (Fig. 15) be two positions
of n i l ' , and let O,, O, be their respective mid-points. Let the
perpendiculars at O,, O2 to 11,11', and HJTt (the lines of centres
of the coaxaloid systems whose II-points are II,, II', and ILj, II',
respectively), meet a transversal through S in C,, C5) and a parallel
transversal in K,, Kj respectively. Through S draw a parallel to
0,K,, meeting K,K2 in K. I t will be noticed that SK is the line
of centres of that one of the original coaxaloid systems whose
II-points coincide in S. Let pC denote the radius of the circle
(belonging to the web) whose centre is C.

(i) 0,8/038 = 0 , 8 / 0 ^ = 11,8/1138.
Therefore C,n, and C2II2 are parallel.
Therefore 0,11,/CS = C21T,,/G!S.
But pC,/C,n, = pCa/C2n2 = r.
Therefore /BC,/C,S = pC2/C,S.

Therefore S is the centre of similitude of the circles 0, and C2. In
the same way it may be proved to be the centre of similitude of
every other pair of circles whose centres lie on the same transversal.

(ii) Let SK, n,K, meet at Q, and let the circumcircles of
QSII,, QKK, meet again in P. Then since P, K, K,, Q are
concyclic, PKS and PK,IIj are equal angles and since P, S, IT,, Q
are concyclic, PSK and Pn,K, are equal angles. Therefore
PKS and PK,!!, are similar triangles. . . . . (1).
Hence PKK, and PSII, are similar triangles, and, therefore, since
K K ^ K K ^ S i y S I L , PKK2 and PSII2 are similar triangles.
Hence PKS and PK2II2 are similar triangles. - (2).
Therefore, by (1) and (2)
But pK/KS = pK]/K,n, =
Therefore pK/KP = pK,/K,P = pK2/K2P.
Therefore the circles (of the web) whose centres lie on the tranversal
KK, are coaxaloid, with P as a n-point.

(iii) KP K, = KQK, = CKJ l , ,
and PK/PK, = KS/K,II, = K.C./K.n,.
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Therefore PKKj and K,C,II, are similar triangles.
Therefore PK/K,C, = KK,/C,II,,

i.e. PK/KS = SC^/Cn,.
But PK/PS = KK1/Sn, = SC1/Sni.
Therefore PKS and SCJI, are similar triangles.

Let r' denote the ratio of the system of circles C,, C,...,
and r" the ratio of the system K, K,, K2

Then pCJCJL^r, and />C,/C,S = r'.
Therefore r'=*r. O,II,/C,S.
And pK/KS = r, and pK/KP = r".
Therefore r" = r. KS/KP.
But KS/KP = C,n,/C,S.
Therefore r" = r'.
Hence systems whose centres lie on parallel transversals have the
same ratio.

Again, since PKS and SCjIl! are similar triangles, the angle
KSP is equal to the angle CJIJi which is constant so long as SC,
retains its direction. Therefore the locus of P, as KK, moves
parallel to SC, is a straight line through S. Hence it may be
readily proved that the locus of the image of P with respect to
KKt) i.e., the other Il-point, is also a straight line through S. Thus
statement (iii) is completely proved.

(iv) Let K, be the centre of a variable circle of the web, having
a constant radius p; and regard the circle as belonging in its
different positions to the variable coaxaloid system whose line of
centres is parallel to SK, and of which II,, O, (here regarded as
variable) are respectively a Il-point, and the mid-point of the join
of the II-points. Let a denote the angle n,SOi and j8 the
angle SII,O,.
Then K,!^ **p]r,

and

Therefore K,<V + j ^ • s 0 , s = ^ .

Therefore, taking SO, and SK as the axes of x and y respectively,
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we have as the equation of the locus of Ku

sin'a p*

which represents an ellipse having S as centre, and a pair of con-
jugate diameters coincident with SO, and SK. By making p vary,
we obtain a series of concentric, similar and similarly placed ellipses.
Thus statement (iv) is proved.

I t may be noted that in the case when SII = SIT, the lines of
centres (SK, O,K,, OJKJ, etc.) of the generating systems coincide,
so that the web obtained is such that any point on SO, is the centre
of a concentric system.

A coaxaloid web of the second kind may be generated in a great
many different ways, of which the following one may be mentioned.
In connection with Fig. 6 it was shown that if ABC remain fixed,
while PQR varies so as to remain homothetic with itself with respect
to S as homothetic centre, we obtain a coaxaloid system UMmNn
connected with ABC. If now ABC also be made to vary so as to
remain homothetic with itself with respect to S as homothetic
centre, we obtain a series of coaxaloid systems having the same
S-point, and forming a web of the second kind; for as may easily be
proved by similar triangles, their ratios are the same, their Il-points
lie on two straight lines intersecting in S, and their line of centres
are either parallel or, as is the case when the Il-points are the
Brocard points of ABC, coincident.

Note referring to Art. 17.

Let K be the centre (Fig. 12) and TT' the diameter through
II and IT of the minimum circle of a coaxaloid system whose
Il-points (real) are II and II . On the line of centres of the system,
on opposite sides of K, take two points P and F such that
KP = KP' = KII. Suppose that a system of coaxal circles is
constructed with TT' as radical axis, and P, P' as limiting points;
and suppose that the radii of these are increased or diminished, as
the case may be, in the ratio KT/KII, denoted by r, so as to give
rise to a coaxaloid system with imaginary Il-points. Let K' be the
centre of any circle of this system, and K'W a radius of it parallel
to any fixed direction KV. Draw K'R a radius of the circle of the
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original coaxal system, whose centre is K', parallel to TT'; and
draw RM perpendicular to TT', and join MP, M.K'. Then if x and y
be the coordinates of W, with respect to KV, KP as axes, we have

X* = K'W2 = r'K'R* = r^K'M2 - RM2).
But RM = PM, both being tangents from a point on the radical
axis to circles of the coaxal system. Therefore

se* = ̂ (K'M2 - PMS) = rXK'K2 - PKS) = (f - KIF)KT7KIP.

Hence the equation of the locus of W is

It will be noticed that the hyperbolas in this case are the
conjugates of those associated with the coaxaloid system whose
II-points (real) are II and II', and whose ratio is also KT/KII.

It may be remarked that the foregoing proof and that of Art. 17
implicitly contain the following theorem which I have not seen
stated elsewhere: If K'W (Fig. 5) be a variable line of fixed
direction, such that its extremity K.' moves on a fixed line (KK")
and. such that K'W/K'II, where II is a fixed point, is constant, the
locus of W is a hyperbola.

Systems of Conies connected with the Triangle.

By J. A. THIRD, M.A.

[The references in square brackets are to the articles of my paper on
Systems of Circles analogous to Tucker Circles.]

I.
SYSTEMS OF SIX-POINT CONICS.

1. I t has been shown [4] that if two triangles ABC and PQR
(Fig. 6) be in perspective with respect to any point S as centre of
perspective, the sides of PQR cut the non-corresponding sides of
ABC in three pairs of points which lie on a circle, provided that the
angles made by the sides of PQR with those of ABC possess certain
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